
Dr Peter EH Smee,  
Main Technical Projects, Past and Present: 

NB: Terminology - UI/UX User Interface/User Experience. 

Most recent commercial programming project: 

Outlook Powerwords (Technologies: VB.Net, Outlook, MAPI, Outlook Redemption, TxtText, Shell MegaPack; Dates: 2009-2010): I 
am in the process of completing a commercial UI/UX Design and Programming project for a web-based company, called Netshine 
(at http://www.amazingphrasing.com). The project has involved the design and implementation of a novel MS Outlook Plug-In, 
which parses the content of emails...and then gives the recipient suggestions as to how best to respond.  

Ongoing personal research projects: 

iTunes Coordinator (VB.Net, Date: 2009): I am currently programming and testing a prototype for a piece of software that helps 
coordinate media files and media libraries across several computers, and across multiple external drives and NAS storage units.  

Search4ClipArt (VB.Net, Date: 2009): I am working on the UI UX design and programming of a VB.Net application that leverages 
the power of Google (and other search engines) in order to find images. The application makes it easier and faster to find and 
automate the download of the pictures that one is looking for.  

NLP Language Learner (VB.Net, Date: 2009): I am working on the UI design and programming of an application that is rooted in 
the observation that eye-focus can be used to activate different parts of the human mind. My application uses a novel approach 
to screen layout to create an accelerated learning environment. 

Previous commercial programming projects: 

iSpace Innovation Laboratory (VB.Net, HTML; Date: 2006-2008): Over the course of two years, I undertook the UI/UX design and 
development work associated with the first Innovations Laboratory in the South West of the UK, for University College Plymouth, 
St Mark and St John. This involved me in customising various software front ends, in order to enable the lab to be used a physical 
space optimised for: Graphic Facilitation, Concept Visualisation, Web-based Anonymous Brainstorming, Web-based Collaborative 
Authoring, Computer-Mediated Conferencing, Creative Thinking and Group Discussion.  

Gutdoctor (HTML, ASP, VB6, VBA, VBscript, JAVAscript; Date: 2004-2008): The Gutdoctor Project was a government funded 
Knowledge Exchange Project with a small local business, in the South West of the UK. The project involved me authoring a 
number of applets, related to processing incoming orders generated by a web site. My task was to design and author a web shop, 
utilising ASP pages that would integrate with the online credit processing company WorldPay. Successful orders would initiate an 
email containing encrypted details of the order to a specified mail account. A desktop machine was set up to scan incoming mails, 
arriving in an Outlook Mailbox. VB6 and MS Excel were then programmed to automate: (i) the sending of the request segment of 
each order segment to the fulfilment desk, (ii) the sending the financial segment of each order to the accounts desk, (iii) the 
sending the contact details of each customer to a client database, and finally, (iv) appropriately naming and filing the original mail 
in case it would be needed for future reference.   

UK National Award winning UI/UX design and programming projects: 

BrainBox (HyperCard/PLUS PPL version 1992-1994, VB3 version, 1995-99; VB6 version, 1992-94): BrainBox is Mind Mapping 
software, which I have implemented and re-implemented many times, in many programming environments, between 1992 and 
2006. In 1994, my original design for the programme came second in a national UK design award sponsored by the Financial 
Times, Software at Work, in liaison with the British Computer Society. In 1995, an updated design was the basis for me obtaining 
a Doctorate in the design of Educational Technologies. And, in 1999, an expanded version of my work was the centre piece in a 
successful bid for EU research monies worth £50,000. 

UK National Award nominated UI/UX design and programming projects: 

Accelerated Learning and Innovation Facilitation projects (VB.Net, VB6, ASP, Jscript, ToolBook, MS SAPI5, 1999-2006 and a wide 
number of commercial Active-X and DLL libraries): In 2002, and again in 2006, I was nominated for a UK National Teaching 
Fellowship Award, on the basis of my work associated with the UI/UX design and programming of a portfolio of software, in 
support of Accelerated Learning and Innovation Facilitation. This portfolio included: a Scribble Pad; a Concept Mapping and Flow 
Charting application; a Gantt Chart editor; Decision Matrix Software; Case Based Presentation Software to focus group discussion; 
a Text-To-Speech reader to aid authors in proof reading digital text; and, prototype software to support Speed Reading. 



Individual UI/UX design and programming projects: 

MapEdit (VB6, AddFlow4 and ComponentOne studio, 2000-2007): MapEdit provided users with a way by which to create, edit 
and print concept maps, mind maps and flow diagrams. It was also optimised for brainstorming and creative thinking. MapEdit 
improved on my earlier work with BrainBox, by utilised commercially purchased code libraries in order to handle a more 
sophisticated graphical interface and to enable the software to provide a wider number of output options, such as the printing 
maps direct to PDF format.  

GanttNow (VB6, AddFlow4, Solutions::Schedule and ComponentOne studio, 2000-2007): GanttNow provided users with an easy 
way by which to create, edit and print Gantt Charts. To programme GanttNow, I utilised commercially purchased code libraries in 
order to handle the core functionality and to enable output of a chart into JPG and PDF formats.  

FreeMind (VB6 version, FreePaint, version 2003-2007, VB.Net and Infinotes, version 2003-2007): FreeMind supplied a 
bitmapped-based environment that provided the power of an interactive whiteboard, without the user being locked into the use 
of the propriety software which is bundled with various interactive white board installations.  

Orator (VB6, MS Office Automation, 2003-2007): The Orator Project was designed to help students, teachers and business 
professionals to proof digital texts, in a variety of formats. The project had two phases. In the first, Orator enabled users to load a 
word processor file and to listen to their words being read aloud. In the second, Orator was programmed to a text-to-speech 
engine to interact with MS Word, and also with the free word processor in Open Office.  

SpeakEasy (VB6, SoundRecorder, 2003-2007): SpeakEasy was a voice memo system that automated a core audio code library, 
called SoundRecorder. 

MarkThis (ToolBook version 1996-2007): MarkThis provided tutors with an easy way to provide degree level students with high 
quality feedback related to their work, whilst at the same time reducing the workload that writing comments and collating 
itemised marks can produce. The system was bundled with many pre-set comments and also bundled with pre-set weighted 
marks associated with those comments - all of which were editable, if the marking tutor desired. Otherwise, tutors simply needed 
to click on an English-like description of the work they were marking. In the background, the software acted by collating the 
natural language comments and the marks assigned to those comments into a digital report to be emailed to the student. It also, 
auto-generated a spreadsheet of marks, containing all the marks associated with each student in the cohort.  

Catch-22 (PROLOG version, 1989-90; ToolBook version 1999-2007): Catch-22 was a system designed to present users with text-
based scenarios, related to complex or controversial issues, to which they had then to react. The system was initially designed for 
focusing group discussion, but could also be used to model or profile users, with a report of responses being saved to hard drive. 
(These were the days before everyone had email!). The initial system was implemented in DOS, utilising PROLOG, and then later 
upgraded, using ToolBook, to run under Windows 95. (However, note here that, if I were to the same again, I would either utilise 
VB.Net or program a set of interactive PowerPoint slides).  

UI/UX technical consultancy projects: 

As a Senior Technical Consultant: (a) I addressed several large business conferences on the subject of the User Experience Design 
of a broad range of Training and Innovation Technologies; (b) I contributed to a technology teaching team that designed, tested 
and experimented with the customisation of an institution-wide Content Management System and Virtual Learning Environment, 
for the University College Plymouth, St Mark and St John; and, (c) I was involved in discussion with colleagues related to the UI 
(User Interface) and UX (User Experience) aspects of the design for a modern suite of computer labs, also being built at the 
University College Plymouth, St Mark and St John.  

As a Mentor to trainee systems analysts, working with ‘real world’ clients: I provided oversight to trainee analysts, working on a 
wide variety of projects, related to UI/UX Design. These included: (a) the usability analysis required by a large teaching hospital, 
as part of the change management associated with the UK-wide rollout of a new and extensive patient record system; (b) a 
Regiment-level usability analysis of the UK Army Clansman radio system, in preparation for its replacement by the newer 
Integrated Battlefield Control System; (c) a user experience study of the invoicing processes and software in a small engineering 
company; (d) the usability analysis and subsequent design proposal for a new digital information system within a large theme 
park; (e) the design of a web site intended to promote football coaching services; and, (f) the design of a tourist information 
website, commissioned by the PR department of Devon County Council.  



List of Development Environments: 

 Microsoft Visual Basic: VB.NET 2008, MS Visual Basic 6, MS Visual Basic 3, MS VBA 

 Microsoft Office: Automation of Word, Excel, Access and Outlook 

 Other PC-based Programming Languages: Asymetrix ToolBook, HyperCard, PLUS PPL, LPA PROLOG, MSDOS 

 Mac-based Programming Languages: HyperCard 

 Cross Platform Programming Languages: PLUS PPL (PC and Mac OS), RevMedia (PC, Mac OS, iPad, Linux) 

 Web-based Authoring Environments: HTML, CSS, ASP, VBscript, Flash, Shockwave, Jscript, SQL, JAVA, PHP, RevMedia 

 DLL, COM and Active-X code libraries, including: VideoOCX (Video input), Scanner (Twain input), VBPaint (MS Paint clone), 
easyPDF SDK (PDF Manipulation), AddFlow (Flow Charter), DBI Calander (Calandar), DBI Solutions::Schedule (Gantt Chart), 
Ajilix (MS Journal clone) , ShellMegaPack (Explorer clone), ALLText (Word Clone), TXText (Word Clone), Polar Crypto 
(Encryption), Polar Zip (Zip), DataTree Pro (Data), TList (Data), PowerTCP (FTP), DevMailLite (Pop Mail), ActiveAudio (Sound 
Input), ComponentOne .Net Suite (Various), SAPI4 (text-to-speech/speech-to-text), MS Agents (APIs, characters and editors) 

 Additional: Experience in the use of Windows API calls 

 


